ABOUT ME
I am an enthusiast with a relentless curiosity to learn, discover and innovate. My
biggest committment lies in creating,
educating and empowering. I believe
empowerment is the true key to unlocking
potential.
I love to create. Simply building or designing something from concept to release
gives me a thrill I just cannot explain. Being
a creative means being able to express
myself and leaving a small part of me, a
small part of my expression of self in every
single thing I create.

CONTACT ME

MIHLALI JORDAN
FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER

PROJECTS
Angular, Firebase

https://kanban-mihlali.web.app/

Kanban/Trello

This is an Trello-like drag-and-drop task manager
web application with the basic functionality of
adding a task to a specific board, removing and
updating such task. The app implements user
authentication and makes use of angular material
and firebase to handle the backend work.

HTML, JS, CSS

https://collabhous3.co.za/

CollabHous3

CollabHous3 helps build and accelerate small and
medium sized businesses. They specialise in
innovative business solution design, delivery and
ongoing support. This site is built using basic
HTML, CSS, JS and some JQuery in certain places.
Some cool css features are implemented too.

HTML, JS, CSS

http://easyburse.co.za/

Easyburse

Easyburse facilitates talent acquisition and
management through innovative and fit for
purpose digital solutions The goal was to create a
corporate feel to the website whilst attempting to
maintain a 'student' like essence to the site.

Morningside,
Johannesburg, South Africa
+27 83 251 7801

biz@jordanmihlali.dev
https://jordanmihlali.netlify.app

PRO SKILLS
PHOTOSHOP

To see the rest of my portfolio, head over to my personal site https://jordanmihlali.netlify.app

EDUCATION
ILLUSTRATOR
INDESIGN
PYTHON

2016 - 2020
BACHELORS OF COMMERCE
University of Pretoria Bachelor of Commerce majoring in Financial
Accounting and Financial Management

2017
Bain and Company

ANGULAR

CSS & JS

BEL PROGRAMME
Completed the “Building Entrepreneurship and
Leadership” programme at Bain and Company
where the main focus was in teaching the simple
approach towards management consulting,
critical thinking and how to frame and solve a

2005 - 2015
NSC CERTIFICATE
Bishop Bavin School Completed Matric at Bishop Bavin School

FIREBASE

REFERENCES
Burnice Lange

Nevelia Moloi

Coordinator, Recruiting
Phone: +27 11 087 9009
Email: burnice.lange@bain.com

Head of Communications
Phone: +27 86 122 4488
Email: nevelia@heartlines.org.za

